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Waste Tank Odour Trap & Breather Kit
Technical Advantages
Cover
Main
Odour
Trap

Resilient exterior for longevity
Can be retroﬁtted
Push-ﬁt connector - no specialist installation
Easy ﬁlter repacement by lifting the cap

Accessories
Replacement ﬁlter / cartridge

A practical two-way vent and
odour trap for waste tanks

Carbon Filter (Cover removed)

The waste tank Odour Trap & Breather Kit is a compact
and robust two-way vent / air admittance valve. When
ﬁtted to a tank, its sturdy, replaceable ﬁlter is designed to
eliminate bad odours in outdoor drainage applications.

Tank Adaptor

Applications: Waste Tanks, Septic Tanks, Grease Separators
and Sewage Treatment Plants
The main odour trap component contains a replaceable
active carbon ﬁlter that operates as a two-way vent,
ﬁltering air in both directions. The odour trap's robust,
low-proﬁle design means it can be used vertically or
horizontally and can be installed in hard-to-reach places.
An initial ﬁlter cartridge is included as standard and
should be replaced when saturated.

Technical Data*

The full kit also includes
a tank adaptor to allow a
tight seal when ﬁtting the
odour trap. To connect 4”
waste pipework into the
tank, we also recommend
our WC-Connector Kit.

Fitted Filter

Tuﬀ Tank

Tank Odour Trap

Temperature Range:

-20°C to +60°C

Fitting: e.g. for Tuﬀ Tank & Mini Tuﬀ Tank

Cap & Base Diameter:

130mm (cap) / 110mm (base)

Height:

135mm

Projection above tank:

90-135mm (when ﬁtted)

1. Remove 5" lid and collar from tank.
Screw brown tank adaptor to exposed 5" hole.
2. Push ﬁt odour trap into tank adaptor.
Replace ﬁlter every 24 months, as a minimum

*We reserve the right to amend the technical speciﬁcation to improve
the product without prior notiﬁcation.
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